
Notes from Unconference Session at dotAstronomy 6, Adler Planetarium, November 8, 
2014
Please add your name and interests here if you are in the OpenWWT session at dotAstronomy

URL of main web site is 
http://worldwidetelescope.org (can download Windows client from there)
direct link to JavaScript (HTML5) interface: http://www.worldwidetelescope.org/webclient/?
client=html5
example of API: http://www.adsass.org/wwt/

● Doug Roberts --Prof. at Northwestern & MSR consultant on WWT

● Jonathan Fay -co-creator & Principal Architect of WWT

● Alyssa Goodman-- PI of Seamless Astronomy at Harvard, “Pet Astronomer” for WWT

● Matthew Sottile - Galois/WSU.  interested in bringing different data sources together in 
accessible interfaces.

● Laura Trouille - WWT Ambassador, Astronomer at Adler & Northwestern University

● Matt Turk - UIUC/NCSA,  yt, data viz, planetaria, data sharing services,  etc

● Eric Hilton - Universe Sandbox - interested in sci comm & edu in all aspects

● Heidi Tebbe - Librarian at North Carolina State University, interested in data viz, viz that 
can be displayed in Hunt Library

● Dustin Lang  interested in Dark Energy Cam survey ultimately 6000 or 7000 degrees in 
southern sky, Sloan, 2 mags deeper

●  Mark Subbarao, Director of Adler’s Space Visualization Lab, pyWWT, Adler uses WWT 
for its Cosmic Wonder planetarium show

● Sarah Kendrew, Oxford - large 3D datasets and innovative viz & exploration thereof
○ Matt Turk says in answer to Sarah’s questions “yes” you should be able to bring 

in cosmology simulations...AG adds that you can bring in catalogs of points 
easily  but volumetric rendering is hard

● Jesse Rogerson, York University - PhD student in astrophysics, interested in public 
outreach with yorkobservatory.com, planetarium development, telescope software, 
www.astronomy.fm

http://worldwidetelescope.org
http://www.worldwidetelescope.org/webclient/?client=html5
http://www.worldwidetelescope.org/webclient/?client=html5
http://www.adsass.org/wwt/
http://yt-project.org
http://www.astronomy.fm
http://www.astronomy.fm


● Demitri Muna, Ohio State University - interested in data viz; large scale data sets + 
desktop viz

questions
 about connecting with LSST
connecting to Ilustris simulations
extra things that WWT can do
how big a telescope would you need to see this object--can we fake various sensitivites? 
what can I see/use at particular times of year

for professionals: 

something that can help when you’re writing observing proposals

Dustin Lang asks--how do I see (share?) new all-sky or large (tiled) images? 

Discussion pieces:

Bringing in cosmological simulations into WWT
- see John Huchra’s Universe, http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/news/2011-05

New German museum being built by -- have access to Volker Springel’s Illustris simulation data 
and planning to create an interactive based on this data

LSST - citizen science project

What are WWT user statistics? How many planetaria using WWT? 
- More than half of use is international. 

My telescope capability (a single button that would do this for you):
- Interested in setting WWT to show the sky with how dark your sky is. 

- This is what your view would be if you just had a pair of binoculars
- For astronomers -- 

- Help in setting up for your observing run, i.e., finding charts, these are 
objects I’m interested in, these are the coordinates

Use WWT to move your own telescope
- Jonathan demoing how to do this

Tiling
- Jonathan demoing taking a Spitzer image, copying the link to the image, go to WWT - 

develop - import an image (works because has AVM tags) - copying the URL into that 
screen, creates a WTML file, that can then be used in WWT by others



Making interactives for museums
- WWT Ambassadors
-

Time machine people at CMU--suggestion from Matt Turk

Report Out

1 Overview of wwt and transfer from MSR to community consortium 

2 Interests for OpenWWT
- adaptive filter simulating views through telescopes binoculars etc 
- easy way to add new data especially all sky data 
- getting numerical simulation data into wwt with done amount of interaction 
- LSST citizen science 
- breadth of users all over the world 
- yt - WWT connection to render multi resolution images
- pulling in real time extrnal video 
- time machine like display of time lapse images or video In wwt


